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 9(2)(g)(i): to protect the free and frank expression of opinions by departments; and  

 9(2)(h): to maintain legal professional privilege. 

 

One document is being withheld in full under the following sections of the OIA: 

 6(a): to avoid prejudicing the security or defence of New Zealand or the international 

relations of the New Zealand Government; and  

 6(b)(i): to protect the passing of information from another government on a confidential 

basis. 

 

Where the information has been withheld under section 9 of the OIA, we have identified no 

public interest in releasing the information that would override the reasons for withholding it.  

 

In addition to the documents in scope of your request, talking points relevant to this topic were 

also prepared. A summary of these talking points is provided below (section 16(1)(e) refers). 

 

New Zealand welcomes the United States’ announcement that it will establish diplomatic 

relations with the Cook Islands and Niue. The Cook Islands and Niue are self-governing 

states in free association with New Zealand. Consistent with these constitutional 

arrangements, New Zealand works in a relationship of partnership with Cook Islands and 

Niue, and supports their efforts to conduct their own international relations. 

 

New Zealand is supportive of deeper engagement by the Cook Islands and Niue in 

international affairs and within the international community. Fundamentally, it is for the 

Governments and the people of the Cook Islands and Niue to determine the next step in 

their self-determination journeys.  

 

Please note that we may publish this letter (with your personal details redacted) and enclosed 

documents on the Ministry’s website. 

 

If you have any questions about this decision, you can contact us by email at: 

DM-ESD@mfat.govt.nz. You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the 

Ombudsman of this decision by contacting www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or freephone 

0800 802 602. 

 

Nāku noa, nā 

 

 
Sarah Corbett 

for Secretary of Foreign Affairs and Trade 

 

 



From: NIUE
To: WASHINGTON; PACREG; PACPF
Cc: ...PACIFIC POSTS; DS PDG; DCE; CEO; DS AAG; DS EMA; FM.P/S Associate MFA (Seemail); FM.DPMC (FPA)

(Seemail); FM.P/S MFA (Seemail); NIUE; RAROTONGA; CANBERRA; AMER
Subject: RE: FORMAL MESSAGE: US/PACIFIC: BIDEN PACIFIC SUMMIT - NIUE OUTREACH AND DECLARATION NEXT

STEPS - Niue initial response
Date: Monday, 3 October 2022 2:34:14 pm

[RESTRICTED]

P RONGO – REPORT

1.

2. Tagelagi has made no public comment on the Washington meeting, nor the US
announcement that it will commence consultations with Niue and the Cook Islands to
recognise them as “sovereign states”.

3.

4.

5.

6.

T kupu – Comment

7.

8.

k Isla



Mutu-Ends



From: NIUE
To: WASHINGTON; AMER; PACREG; DS PDG; PACMM; PACPF; LGL
Cc: FM.P/S MFA (Seemail); FM.DPMC (Seemail); FM.Defence

(Seemail); FM.DPMC (NSG, FPA) (Seemail); FM.P/S Associate MFA (Seemail); FM.P/S Trade (Seemail);
DS AAG; DS EMA; DS MLG; DS TEG; DCE; CEO; CMD;

...POLICY DIVISIONS; CANBERRA; TOKYO; BEIJING; ...PACIFIC POSTS; LONDON; BRUSSELS; PARIS; NEW
DELHI; OTTAWA; BERLIN; NEW YORK

Subject: RE: FORMAL MESSAGE: US-PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRY SUMMIT - Niue welcomes diplomatic recognition 

Date: Thursday, 13 October 2022 5:49:07 pm

[RESTRICTED]

NOT FOR CABLE EXCHANGE

R POPOTO – SUMMARY

Niue’s Premier has welcomed the intention of the United States to
commence consultations for diplomatic recognition of Niue 

HOHENGA – ACTION

For information

P RONGO – REPORT

1. Post has met with Premier Dalton Tagelagi to ascertain his take on the
United States’ Pacific Summit, and his decision to not travel to
Washington.

2. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

Diplomatic Recognition 

6. On the Summit itself, Tagelagi welcomed the US announcement around
commencing discussions for diplomatic recognition of Niue as a
sovereign state, and the funding commitment

7. 

8. 
Niue already had diplomatic relations with many

countries (34 we believe) 

9. 

10.
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8 
S announced it would recognise both the Cook Islands and Niue as

sovereign states “following appropriate consultations”.  This was hailed by the Cooks (we
were with the Cook Islands delegation when they saw this announcement for the first
time, 

9  Over USD800 million (NZD1.4 billion) of “new money” was announced, the details
of which are best captured in this factsheet on the US’ “Roadmap for a 21st Century US-
Pacific Island Partnership”

10       USD 600 million of the total comes from the Administration’s commitment to
increase the US contributions under the South Pacific Tuna Treaty from USD 20
million/year to USD 60 million/year, over ten years. This funding still needs to be
approved by Congress, but is expected to pass given the bipartisan nature of the US’s
commitment to the region (see further on this below).

Out of scope
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From: RAROTONGA
To: PACPF
Cc: ...PACIFIC POSTS; NAD; AMER; AUS; DS PDG; DS AAG
Subject: FORMAL MESSAGE: VISIT BY US AMBASSADOR UDALL TO THE COOK ISLANDS
Date: Wednesday, 21 December 2022 9:06:03 am

[RESTRICTED]

FORMAL MESSAGE: VISIT BY US AMBASSADOR UDALL TO THE COOK ISLANDS

R popoto – Akakoukou – Summary     

US Ambassador Tom Udall undertook his first official visit to the Cook Islands last week.

Hohenga – Rave’anga – Action 

For information  

P rongo – Akakite’anga – Report 

US Ambassador Udall undertook his inaugural visit to the Cook Islands last week, 14-16
December, which included fixtures with Prime Minister Mark Brown, and meetings with
Secretary of Foreign Affairs Tepaeru Herrmann, Secretary of Finance Garth Henderson
and Head of the Climate Change Directorate Wayne King.  We also hosted the
Ambassador for a meeting at the Official Residence, Ng tip .

The US’ recognition of the Cook Islands’ “sovereignty”

2        The visit took place against the backdrop of the Washington Summit
announcement by President Biden that the US would look to establish diplomatic
relations with Cook Islands.
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[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

[Document ID]

[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

ackground Brief: US Diplomatic Recognition 

1. On 28-29 September 2022, the US convened the first ever US-Pacific Islands Summit, held at
the White House in Washington, D.C. and hosted by US President Joe Biden.  In his remarks
following the Summit meeting, President Biden announced that, following appropriate
consultations, the US would recognize the Cook Islands and Niue as sovereign states.

2.
 This move does however bring the US in line with 

some other partners (e.g.: Australia, China and Japan) that do extend diplomatic recognition to 
Niue.

3. Niue (and the Cook Islands) are self-governing states in a relationship of free association with
New Zealand. Both Niue and the Cook Islands function mostly independently as states under
international law, including establishing their own diplomatic relations and concluding their own
treaties. Consistent with these constitutional arrangements, New Zealand works in a relationship
of partnership with Niue and the Cook Islands and supports their efforts to conduct their own
international relations.

4. There is no issue from a New Zealand perspective with describing Niue and the Cook Islands as
“states.”  They are not, however, “fully sovereign” states, or members of the United Nations. The
people of Niue and the Cook Islands are New Zealand citizens,

5. We have focused our statements on the recent US announcement to date on the establishment
of diplomatic relations  noting that we are supportive of
increased US engagement with Niue and Cook Islands, and understand that diplomatic
recognition will better enable closer engagement.

6. As part of the Realm of New Zealand, New Zealand, Niue and the Cook Islands continue to share
a common Head of State. New Zealand retains residual responsibility for external relations and
defence, but in practice only provides assistance on request of the governments of Niue and the
Cook Islands.

7. Further information on diplomatic recognition can be found in the Third Country Brief.
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[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

[Document ID]

[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

Background Brief – Third Country Relations 

Aotearoa New Zealand is the Cook Islands’ longest standing diplomatic partner. The Cook 
Islands has made clear that we are its preferred partner, but is also looking to develop and 
broaden its 52 diplomatic partnerships beyond Aotearoa New Zealand. 
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[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

[Document ID]

[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

9 United States announced during the recent Pacific Summit that it recognises the Cook 
Islands (and Niue) as sovereign and will extend it diplomatic recognition. This is a 
significant step forward for the US 

 The 
commitments announced during the recent White House Summit with President Biden 
are significant; demonstrate that the US has listened to Pacific priorities; and has taken 
an approach that supports regional solidarity. New Zealand has warmly welcomed these 
announcements. The US does not currently have any development projects under way 
in the Cook Islands, 

 The Cook Islands is a party to the regional US Tuna Treaty.
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[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

[Document ID]

[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

Page 4 of 5

Background Brief – US Diplomatic Recognition 

On 28-29 September 2022, the Cook Islands Prime Minister Mark Brown attended the first 
ever US-Pacific Islands Summit, held at the White House in Washington, D.C., hosted by US 
President Joe Biden.  In his remarks following the Summit meeting, President Biden 
announced that, following appropriate consultations, the US would recognize the Cook Islands 
and Niue as sovereign states. 

2 

3 The Cook Islands and Niue are self-governing states in a relationship of free association 
with New Zealand.  Both the Cook Islands and Niue function mostly independently as 
states under international law, including establishing their own diplomatic relations and 
concluding their own treaties. Consistent with these constitutional arrangements, 
New Zealand works in a relationship of partnership with Cook Islands and Niue and 
supports their efforts to conduct their own international relations. 

4 There is no issue from a New Zealand perspective with describing the Cook Islands and 
Niue as “states.”  They are not, however, “fully sovereign” states, or members of the 
United Nations. The people of the Cook Islands and Niue are New Zealand citizens, 

5 We have focused our statements on the recent US announcement to date on the 
establishment of diplomatic relations  noting that we 
are supportive of increased US engagement with Niue and Cook Islands, and understand 
that diplomatic recognition will better enable closer engagement. 

6 As part of the Realm of New Zealand, New Zealand, Cook Islands and Niue continue to 
share a common Head of State. New Zealand retains residual responsibility for external 
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[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

[Document ID]

[SECURITY CLASSIFICATION] 

Page 5 of 5
relations and defence, but in practice only provides assistance on 
request of the governments of the Cook Islands and Niue.

7 Further information on diplomatic recognition can be found in the Third Country Brief.
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From: MARTIN, Jonathan (SVA)
To: TUNNAH, Helen (NIU); TUPANGAIA, Desmond (AMER); COOMBS, Jane (PACPF)
Cc: LENNOX-MARWICK, Alex (PACPF); EWELS, Nigel (NIU); MCIVOR, Tharron (PACREG); TAYLOR, Sam (LGL);

FRASER MILNE, Finlay (SVA); PEARSON, Caitriona (PACPF); WOODLEY, Jocelyn (AMER)
Subject: Talking Points for US Diplomatic Recognition of Niue
Date: Thursday, 1 September 2022 2:18:47 pm
Attachments: Constitutional relationships between New Zealand the Cook Islands Niue and Tokelau - USA release.docx

image002.png

[RESTRICTED]

Kia ora koutou,

With thanks to Sam for LGL’s review and input on these:

Niue has its own international personality and conducts its own international relations.
Niue has the ability to enter into treaties, form diplomatic relations, host/form
embassies, appoint envoys, and join regional/international organisations and bodies
where membership criteria allows for it.
Niue is self-governing in free association with New Zealand and can determine for itself
how, when, and who it wishes to engage with.

o New Zealand retains residual responsibility over the external affairs and defence of
Niue (section 6 Niue Constitution Act 1974) but in practice, this may differ.

New Zealand is fully supportive of Niue forming diplomatic relations with other
countries. Our consent is not required or sought.
The Queen in Right of New Zealand is Head of State of Niue.
Niue is not a member of the UN and any moves towards that would likely necessitate a
significant constitutional shift, particularly if it wants to retain New Zealand citizenship.
Niue can join both bilateral and multilateral treaties and arrangements and UN bodies
where membership rules allow. For example:

o Niue is a party to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Treaty on
the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women, etc; and

o Niue is a member of a range of regional and international organisations such as
the Pacific Islands Forum, UNESCO, World Health Organisation, the Food and
Agricultural Organisation, etc.

Niue has recently served as the Chancellor of the University of the South Pacific (2021-

2022), hosted and chaired the 27th SPREP meeting (2016)
Countries with diplomatic relations with Niue include:

o Malaysia, Australia, Nauru, PNG, China, India, Fiji, France, Cuba, Italy, Thailand,
Turkey, Japan, Singapore, Samoa, Kosovo, Brazil, Indonesia, Chile, Peru, Tuvalu

o

s6(a), s7(b)(i), s7(b)(iii)
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SENSITIVE

SENSITIVE

NEW ZEALAND’S CONSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE COOK ISLANDS, NIUE
AND TOKELAU

THE COOK ISLANDS AND NIUE
The Cook Islands and Niue have a special constitutional relationship known as “self-governing in free 
association with New Zealand.”

Historical Development 
In 1901 both countries were annexed by New Zealand and became dependent territories of New 
Zealand. In 1965 and 1974, following an act of self-determination under United Nations auspices the 
Cook Islands and Niue respectively became self-governing in free association with New Zealand. Both 
countries adopted their own constitutions and established their own governments. 

Constitutional Status: Self Government in Free Association
The status of self-government in free association is distinct from (on the one hand) integration with the 
metropolitan state and (on the other hand) independence from the metropolitan state. Quite where a 
free association relationship falls on the spectrum between the two can vary and will depend on a 
number of factors. 

In some ways the Cook Islands and Niue are completely independent of New Zealand: 

The Cook Islands and Niue Governments have full executive powers. 

Both countries have the power to make their own laws.  New Zealand cannot make laws for 
either country except at the request and with the consent of the Cook Islands and Niue 
Governments. In practice, this never happens.

Both countries have international legal personality and conduct their own international relations 
as though they are independent states. They can establish diplomatic relations with other 
countries and have the capacity to enter into treaties, international agreements and join 
international organisations only where the membership entry criteria allow them to. E.g. 

 the Cook Islands is a member of range of 
international organisations such as the Asian Development Bank and the Pacific Island Forum.
As per the 2001 Joint Centenerary Declaration, The Cook Islands can enter into treaties and 
other international agreements in its own right with governments as well as with regional and 
international organisations.  

On the other hand, the constitutional connection with New Zealand remains:

Both countries are part of the Realm of New Zealand and both have the Queen in Right of 
New Zealand as the Head of State. 

Cook Islanders and Niueans retain New Zealand citizenship (and do not have additional Niuean 
or Cook Islands citizenship).

Technically, New Zealand retains residual responsibility for the external affairs and defence of 
Niue and the Cook Islands. This responsibility, however, confers no rights of control to the 
New Zealand Government and can only be acted on at the request of and on behalf of the 
Government of Niue or the Cook Islands.

New Zealand has a responsibility to provide “necessary economic and administrative 
assistance” to the Cook Islands1 and Niue2. The nature and extent of this provision lies at the 
heart of the relationship and was recently reconfirmed by Cabinet in 2018 (CAB Min (03) 29/2)
when it decided that this obligation should be fulfilled by providing “coordinated whole of 
government administrative assistance.” 

There is an obligation for New Zealand and the Cook Islands, and Niue to consult regularly on 
foreign affairs matters. 

1 2001 Joint Centenary Declaration of the Principles of the Relationship between New Zealand and the Cook Islands.
2 Section 7, Niue Constitution Act 1974.
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SENSITIVE

SENSITIVE

All countries have committed to respect human rights, good governance and the United Nations 
Charter. 

The Cook Islands and Niue are not members of the United Nations. At the United Nations they 
are represented by New Zealand. While The Cook Islands and Niue are not members of the 
United Nations, they can still be members of specialised agencies of the UN (where membership 
entry criteria allow for it). The Cook Islands and Niue are members, for example, of the Food 
and Agriculture Organisation of the UN.
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From: TAYLOR, Sam (LGL)
To: LENNOX-MARWICK, Alex (PACPF); MCCALLUM, Bruce (PACPF); CUDDY, Sharon (HLU)
Cc:

PHILLIPS, Shea-
Lee (LGL)

Subject: RE: U.S. Recognition of the Cook Islands and Niue
Date: Thursday, 10 November 2022 3:47:13 pm
Attachments: image001.png

NZ-US treaties with territorial application to the Cook Islands and Niue.pdf
NZ-US treaties.pdf

[UNCLASSIFIED]

Kia ora koutou,

Apologies for the delay on my end to get back in contact and follow-up with the next steps I had
mentioned I would do in our meeting. Thanks Mark for bringing us all together.

I have also included a colleague of mine, Shea-Lee (cc’d), our Treaty Officer, who will be able
to provide some further support as we progress this further.

I also wanted to share the information we found relating to relevant treaties. I attach a list of in-
force NZ/US treaties with territorial application to the Cook Islands and Niue and I also attach a
list of in-force treaties between NZ and the US, more generally. These are sources from the
New Zealand Treaties Online website, which is a helpful resource regarding New Zealand’s
treaties and might be a good starting point for you.

I would be happy to discuss anything further if anyone had any particular questions regarding
New Zealand’s approach to treaties and their application to the Cook Islands and Niue.

Ng  manaakitanga,
Sam

Samuel Taylor (He/Him)

Legal Adviser, General International Law | R ia, Roopu Ture o Te Ao
Legal Division
New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Trade | Manat  Aorere

T E Samuel.Taylor@mfat.govt.nz

195 Lambton Quay, Private Bag 18901, Wellington 5045, New Zealand
www.mfat.govt.nz | www.safetravel.govt.nz
cid:image006.png@01D5CA1C.ECD14390
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